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TAC: Swimming Pool
Total Mods for Swimming Pool in Pending Review: 59
Total Mods for report: 59

Sub Code: Building

SW7125
Date Submitted
Chapter

1
6/9/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Robert Cohen
Yes

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
E6452
Summary of Modification
Revise Section 454.4.1.2 to reinsert provisions of 2014 that were deleted in 2017 Code. Chapter 27 and NEC have no requirements
for illumination. Alternatively, add provisions for illumination based on the 2015 (or later) ICC Swimming Pool Code to follow a current
national standard.
Rationale
Restore major life safety requirements that were deleted and that have no equivalent elsewhere in Florida Code or Law.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Revert to 2014 Code level. No impact compared to recent (end of 2017) past practice.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Revert to same cost impact as prior to December 31, 2017.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Revert to same cost impact as prior to December 31, 2017.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Revert to same cost impact as prior to December 31, 2017.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Restore deleted major life safety practices and requirements for drowning and electrocution prevention.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Restore deleted major life safety practices and requirements for drowning and electrocution prevention.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No change to common past materials and practices.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Restore deleted major life safety practices and requirements for drowning and electrocution prevention.

1st Comment Period History

SW7125-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification which reinserts provisions of the 2014 Code on
illumination and lighting requirements.
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SW7173
Date Submitted
Chapter

2
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.3
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications

454.1.9.2.1
Summary of Modification
The pump reservoir has a specific volume requirement. This requirement is cumbersome when applied to slides with plunge pools. A
provision is added to the plunge pool section to make sure there is sufficient volume in that type of system.
Rationale
A pump reservoir is defined as carrying 3 minutes of water by itself. There is no need for most plunge pools to include such a large
tank when they already include a large amount of water.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This increases the complexity of the code, and adds a check for plunge pools.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Owners have been required to construct large tanks for plunge pools without any justification in hydraulics. Instead the design
engineer will do an additional calculation, and some of the overflow/skimming system in the design may need to be re-configured.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No new technology is required.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Less tanks may be required, but more gutter or skimmer fittings may also be required.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This code provision ensures that the owner will be able to run the slides at the design flow rate. If there is not enough water in
the system, the owner will be tempted to run the slide at a lower flow rate, potentially causing riders to get stuck or other unsafe
outcomes.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This provision ensures that floating scum is filtered out when slides are off and when they are on.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No products or materials are mentioned. The methods and systems mentioned are more specific to the intended use of each.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
A volume requirement remains in all cases.

1st Comment Period History

SW7173-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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SW7174
Date Submitted
Chapter

3
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.7.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications

454.1.4.2, 454.1.9.8.4
Summary of Modification
Reduce lighting requirement in very shallow water, require low voltage underwater lights regardless of pool type
Rationale
There is no reason to require more light at an outdoor wading pool than at any other outdoor pool. Pools with very shallow water or no
standing water are less dangerous and less light is acceptable.
The same low voltage requirements should apply to all bodies of water used by people.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The local entity would have to learn the new rule and apply it if necessary.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Pools with underwater lights in excess of 30 Volts will no longer be compliant
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This is standard practice at new pools. The required devices (transformers, DC power supplies, 12VAC LED lights) are already
widely available.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Pools with underwater lights in excess of 30 Volts will no longer be compliant. These lights are regularly
replaced anyhow. A new transformer, sufficient for a smaller pool, costs less than $100. More wading
pools and IWFs would be open at night without conflicting with the overall site ambiance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The existing code is to prevent people from accidentally falling in the pool and potentially drowning if the fall makes them lose
consciousness. The 15 V requirement for lights in IWFs is to prevent injury from electric shock.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
15V is stricter than NEC. Revision matches NEC. Applies NEC requirements evenly to all pools.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This eliminates a discrimination between 12V and 24V lights.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Lighting is still required for night time use, and more lighting is still required where the risk of drowning is higher. The low voltage
requirement becomes the same for all features.
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History

7174-A1

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

Rationale
Both MOD paragraphs 454.1.7.8 and 454.1.9.8.4 propose that in pool water depth of less than 2" the author requests lighting
allowance of 1 footcandle (10 lux). This should be changed to no less than 3 footcandles (30 lux). Reducing lighting levels from
6 foot-candles to 1 foot- candle is an extreme change on Wading pools and Interactive Water Features. The author only
focuses on water depth, but fails to consider that IWF can have climbable features and adequate overall lighting is needed for
both the patrons to use the feature safely and for adults to adequately supervise their children at IWFs and Wade pools. An
applicant always has the right to ask for a specific variance for a particular project in which reduced lighting is desired.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

No enforcement impact on local authority..
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Slight increase in electricity from 1 foot-candle to 3 foot-candles; however will be a cost reduction from the current code
mandate of 6 foot-candles
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Slight increase in cost from 1 foot-candle to 3 foot-candles; however will be a cost reduction from the current code mandate
of 6 foot-candles
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Pools with underwater lights in excess of 30 Volts will no longer be compliant. These lights are regularly
replaced anyhow. A new transformer, sufficient for a smaller pool, costs less than $100. More wading pools and
IWFs would be open at night without conflicting with the overall site ambiance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Pool patron safety is better served with night lighting luminosity that is adequate for all patrons, all water features, and all
egress/ingress points.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Will strengthen code if the 3 foot-candle lower limit is implemented versus the proposed 1 foot-candle. Does not degrade the
code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination is expected
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the code if 3 foot-candles is the lower code limit; and would degrade the code (for safety) if the 1
foot-candle is allowed.
Is the proposed code modification part of a prior code version? No

1st Comment Period History

SW7174-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7174-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Comment:
454.1.4.2.5 lighting mod should be technical input by FBC Electrical TAC.
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Mod 7174-A1

The following are edits of the submitted SW7174, and no other language is revised. bob v

454.1.7.8 Lighting.

Wading pools are exempt from underwater lighting requirements but shall have lighting installed
for night use of 10 foot candles (100 lux) if indoors or 6 3 footcandles (60 30 lux) for outdoor
night use. Such illumination shall be provided over the pool water surface and the pool deck
surface. If the maximum depth of the wading pool is two inches (51 mm) or less, the outdoor,
night use lighting requirement is reduced to 1 footcandle (10 lux).
...

454.1.9.8.4

If night operation is proposed, 6 1 footcandles (60 10 lux) 3 footcandles (30 lux) of light shall be
provided on the pool deck and the water feature area. Lighting that may be exposed to the feature
pool water shall not exceed 15 volts, shall be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s
specifications and be approved for such use by UL or NSF.
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SW7175
Date Submitted
Chapter

4
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.1
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
Yes

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Plunge pool dimensional standards are deferred to the design engineer
Rationale
Manufacturers have been designing Florida-only slide termini. Manufacturers have successfully installed slide plunge pools (raft rides)
with 18&quot; and smaller depths all over the US.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The code enforcement official will have to determine how much evidence is required to satisfy them.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This does not affect existing installed slides
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The cost to slide manufacturers is reduced, no more &quot;Florida-only&quot; slides
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The design engineer is already expected to &quot;Demonstrate to the jurisdictional building
department&#39;s satisfaction&quot; certain aspects of the design. &quot;This complied with the earlier
version of the code&quot; should be an adequate &quot;demonstration.&quot;
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, it is easy for riders to be injured if a slide and plunge pool are not well-matched. Both the current code and the proposal
prevent this injury.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, this allows new types of plunge pool designs to be used that are more appropriate to new types of slides.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Additional latitude is granted in all cases.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
All of these aspects still require the participation and satisfaction of the building official.

1st Comment Period History

SW7175-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7175-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code amendment.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7175-G3

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The current ASTM F2376 in dated 2017, the one proposed is dated 2013. Why is this older version used, since the ASTM
workgroup has likely updated some safety criteria. Without incorporating this standard by reference into the FBC, and requiring
all of the items in it be certified by the Professional Engineer or Architect that it complies with the standard, we anticipate another
highly variable, and potentially unsafe set of conditions to implement statewide. Dept. of Health does not agree it is wise to
delete the water depth, setbacks and the dimensions of the plunge pool from the existing FBC without further review of the newer
2017 ASTM standard. Please provide a copy of this newer standard for all TAC members to review.
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SW7176
Date Submitted
Chapter

5
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
Yes

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Add reference to lumens in code based on lumen output of common halogen bulbs
Rationale
Most lights installed today are LED lights, giving substantial energy and replacement cost savings. The manufacturers often publish
the &quot;watt equivalent&quot; of these LED bulbs, but not always, and the building official may not trust these numbers, or may be
confused when they see the actual watts consumed by these fixtures, which is much less. Soon manufacturers may stop publishing
the &quot;watt equivalent&quot; as it refers to an older, obsolete technology.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This change uses vocabulary that the manufacturers are more likely to use.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The same lights are still allowed before and after
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No new technology is required, distributors can expect fewer questions if either equivalent watts or lumens are mentioned
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The same lights are still allowed before and after
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The code makes sure people see the water and the people in the water, and that doesn&#39;t change.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This explains the amount of light that is expected in clearer terms, and creates an option to ignore the &quot;watt
equivalent&quot; term that may be obsolete soon.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This eliminates a possible discrimination.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The same lights are still allowed before and after
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SW7177
Date Submitted
Chapter

6
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.3.1.2
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allowing longer infinity edges
Rationale
This is the part of the code intended to make sure that a bystander with a shepherd&#39;s hook can reach a bather in distress. The
deck being up to 36&quot; below the water&#39;s edge does not impede the bystander from using the deck to help people.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Pools with these features are rejected today. The local entity would have to learn the new rule and apply it if necessary.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Pools that are compliant today are still compliant
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No new devices or materials are required
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Pools that are compliant today are still compliant
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The limitation of deck obstructions is to allow bystanders to assist bathers in distress. This modification is intended to preserve
that.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Overflowing edges on pools are attractive and beautiful to people
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No method of construction or product is mentioned here.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This is not a blanket allowance for all overflowing edges. They are limited to be only 36&quot; tall or else they will still be
considered obstructions.

1st Comment Period History

SW7177-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7177-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Comment:
Five issues with this proposal: 1) no code definition of infinity edge,
2) Reference to section 454.1.3.1.4 must be incorrect, as this Section is about wet deck slope, its finish, and a 10” curb, , please
provide correct reference,
3) Any other type of pool constructed would not have to follow the ten-inch maximum curb height. A conventional swimming pool
that has no extra features could install a raised beam with no maximum height/step over from the top step.
4) Justification assumes that any pool patron on the pool deck could use a shepherd’s hook to assist a bather in distress. If you
put a 36” high barrier in front of that person, they may not have the physical strength, or height, to lift a distressed patron with the
hook. A 36” high elevated swimming pool, can completely block the view of the pool from the lower pool deck so that a parent
could not see over the “wall” to see if anyone was in distress in the swimming pool. Having a 36” high barrier impends the ability
of emergency response personnel from removing a distressed or diving accident patient from the pool by creating a barrier to lift
the person over.
5) In section 454.1.3.1.6, the proposed change to exclude an infinity edge from the 20% total deck obstruction allows for
unlimited amounts of the deck to be inaccessible for visual viewing and safety. When combining an infinity edge with an
additional 20% obstruction, it is possible to create a pool that have extremely limited deck access.
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SW7178
Date Submitted
Chapter

7
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.6
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
No special requirements added for filters on waterslides
Rationale
Extra filter area does not promote public health, other requirements are already in earlier parts of code or are unenforceable
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Simplifies their approach, they are not required to put a tape measure on strainer baskets or define the amount of dirt associated
with &quot;peak bather load&quot; or take NTU measurements of installed systems.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
If there is any impact, it will be reduction of cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
If there is any impact, it will be reduction of cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

If there is any impact, it will be reduction of cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Filters and strainers are already called for in other parts of the code
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This eliminates special requirements that have no proven benefit.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Currently there is a discrimination against installing waterslides, which would be eliminated here.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Filters and strainers are already called for in other parts of the code

1st Comment Period History

SW7178-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7178-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7178-G3

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
454.1.9.2.6 The Dept. of Health intent when placing this requirement in the code many years ago was to ensure that water clarity
could be maintained and during peak pool usage, a minimum water clarity standard could be achieved. Rather than an
ambiguous state of clarity, a measurable standard of 5/10 NTU was established. The turbidity standard should be left in the
FBC, and the smaller filter systems as designed and operated should achieve this performance standard.
454.1.9.2.6.3 All suction pumps should be designed with hair and lint strainers to capture debris before it enters a recirculation
pump. However, this is strictly a maintenance issue. If debris is routinely captured in the pump impellers, maintenance staff can
evaluate this issue and add a hair and lint strainer at a future date.
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SW7179
Date Submitted
Chapter

8
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.3.5
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications

454.1.3.1.7, 454.1.9.8.7.1
Summary of Modification
Allow drinks/beverages at public pools and public pool decks
Rationale
Drinks or beverages near pools do not pose a public health risk on their own.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Training on new rule
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No new costs; owners would not be required to change signs if they don&#39;t want to allow drinks or beverages
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No new costs
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No new costs
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Health, safety and welfare are considered in maintaining the bans on food, glass, and animals - which are all possible sources of
disease and injury.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Reducing unnecessary restrictions in the code improves the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
None of this is mentioned
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Health, safety and welfare are considered in maintaining the bans on food, glass, and animals - which are all possible sources of
disease and injury.
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History

7179-A1

Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

Rationale
People doing water aerobics will want to bring water bottles to the water's edge, and this is not a public health risk. To the
extent that spilled drinks and increased urination may increase chlorine demand, an automated chemical controller will catch
that and react accordingly.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

Training would be required on the nuances of this proposal
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No new costs
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
It is reasonable to prevent food and glass and animals from being anywhere near the water.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Proposal may incentivize pools that do not have automated chemical control to install it.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Adds nuance, still enforceable.

1st Comment Period History

SW7179-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal which allows drinks and beverages in the public pool
and deck area.

1st Comment Period History

SW7179-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
Similar to 7217This proposal goes further by also allowing beverage service to be within 12 feet of the waters’ edge, such as a swim up bar
adjoining the swimming pool and serve beverages to patrons while in the swimming pool. These changes to the building code
would be detrimental to public health and safety. Spilled food and drink in the pool would create a additional chlorine demand,
thus inhibit rapid disinfection, and potentially allow for pathogens to be retained longer in water than they are presently. Debris,
organics and oils from these consumables would likely affect filtration equipment efficacy. This allowance also encourages pool
patrons to remain in the pool instead of leaving the pool area to use the restroom when necessary. Other unintended and
unforeseen negative consequences may result.
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Text Modification

SW7180
Date Submitted
Chapter

9
11/2/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.3.5
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Maximum pool depth added to pool rules sign
Rationale
Pool users sometimes survey all depth markers to decide if the pool is safe for them or their children. They might not notice the one
depth marker signifying the deep point of the pool, and putting this info on the rules sign simplifies the search for information
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Checking for this language should become part of their routine for resurfacing inspections after adoption so as many pools as
possible make the change before the deadline
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Signs fade out over time anyhow, new text on the sign is not a significant cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Placing the deadline two years in the future should allow all owners to roll this change into their ordinary
maintenance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
All of the rules are for health, safety, and welfare.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This rule was specifically suggested in sworn testimony from a mother after her child&#39;s drowning death in a commercial
pool.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No materials, products, methods, or systems are mentioned
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change does not allow anything that is restricted today.

Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

1/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

7180-A1

Rationale
Owners commonly ask for chaise lounge chairs to be placed in the pool, and this does not create health risk.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The code becomes simpler.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Property owners who desire this arrangement can have it. The code takes something away from them today.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Nil
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Placing the deadline two years in the future should allow all owners to roll this change into their ordinary
maintenance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Removable furniture does not create any new nuisance to health, safety, or welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The code becomes simpler.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Discrimination is removed
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
All the other portions of the rules sign are still required. Rules signs themselves don't go away.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7180-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Text Modification

SW7190
Date Submitted
Chapter

10
11/5/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.3.1.2
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Harmonize code for wet deck slope with ADA cross slope
Rationale
The current building code and current ADA standards leave our builders dealing with a 0.1% construction tolerance at ADA accessible
areas.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The acceptable construction tolerance goes up to 1%, creating less headaches
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Less risk of getting into a fight with either Florida DOH or Federal DOJ
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Costs decrease for industry
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Costs decrease for owners
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The deck must slope away from the pool to minimize the potential for contamination of the pool. This revision still requires some
slope in most cases, just less in the specific areas that the disabled population is directed towards.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
In some cases the state code is currently being ignored to minimize exposure to federal problems.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not.

Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

1/3/2019

Attachments

Yes

7190-A1

Rationale
Original submission 7190 doesn't read as clearly.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
same as original submission
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
same as original submission
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
same as original submission
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Costs decrease for owners
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
same as original submission
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
same as original submission
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
same as original submission
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
same as original submission
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1st Comment Period History

SW7190-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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SW7217
Date Submitted
Chapter

11
11/8/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.3.5
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Bruce Petricca
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
As per the change in the DOH rule 64E-9 now allows beverages within the Wet Deck area. this change went into effect in July of
2016. I am requesting the Building department not post signage that is in conflict with this change
Summary of Modification
As per the change in the DOH rule 64E-9 now allows beverages within the Wet Deck area. this change went into effect in July of
2016. I am requesting the Building department not post signage that is in conflict with the DOH change
Rationale
Private 55+ communities still enforce the DOH rule 64E-9 which discriminates against seniors right to have easy access to hydration
while taking aerobic therapy. Persons with medical conditions are not allowed easy access to water if this outdated DOH rule is
posted at private condo pool areas.

The signage the building dept. requires pool owners in private condo and HOA communities is in conflict with the modifications to the
DOH rule change to 64E-9 in July of 2016: Commmunities have removed the verbiage which bans beverage from the wet deck area.
Kindly modify the signage in private pools that remove this verbiage. Only glass containers should be banned from the pool wet deck
and pool area...as you can see, condo communities are posting conflicting information as per the DOH in Talahassee
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed change allows seniors and handicapped persons allowing easy access to hydration, which is essential to senior
health
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Seniors must keep hydrated in the heat of the Florida sun while in their community pools. Forcing seniors and handicapped
individuals to climb a set of stairs, exit a pool to take c sip of water is detrimental to senior health and welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The DOH has modified their rule 64E-9, the Building dept signage is now in clnflict
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
dose not...the health Department will support this building code modification

1st Comment Period History

SW7217-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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SW7222
Date Submitted
Chapter

12
11/8/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Robert Cohen
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications

none
Summary of Modification
Change section 454.1.4.2.3 from that in the 2017 FBC back to that in the 2014 FBC
Rationale
There are NO requirements in Chapter 27 of the 2017 FBC specific to swimming pool underwater luminaires.
The wording of the 2014 FRC is more complete and specifically makes it much easier to determine that LED or similar luminaires are
acceptable.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Much easier to determine acceptability of alternate (LED) luminaires for underwater swimming pool lighting.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None or reduced.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None or reduced
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None or reduced
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provide better safety for underwater swimming pool lighting.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Makes it much easier to determine Code compliance of alternate luminiaires.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
None. Provides for alternate products
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
NO, it improves it.
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Robert Cohen

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

7222-A1

Rationale
Revised proposed change 7222 in response to comments G1 and G2.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

none - reverts to 2014 level of requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
unknown - reverts to 2014 level of requirements
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
unknown - reverts to 2014 level of requirements
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None or reduced
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provides for outdoor night swimming and indoor swimming life safety protections as in the 2014 FBC and years of prior
practice in Florida.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides for outdoor night swimming and indoor swimming life safety protections as in the 2014 FBC and years of prior
practice in Florida.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Yes - incorporates easier rules for alternate luminaires
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
no

1st Comment Period History

SW7222-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code proposal which would revert to the 2014 FBC underwater
lighting standards.

1st Comment Period History

SW7222-G2

Proponent

James LePetrie

Submitted

2/15/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
If this passes there ought to be language for LED lights that allows depth of submersion to be according to manufacturer&#39;s
specifications. 18&quot; is not necessary for these types of lights.
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Text Modification

SW7258
Date Submitted
Chapter

13
11/13/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.8
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
Yes

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
454.1.6.5.10.2,
454.1.7.3.2,
454.1.9.2.1.4,
454.1.9.2.3.5,
454.1.9.2.3.6,
Summary of Modification
Allow designers to exceed 3 ft/s and 1.5 ft/s rule so long as design otherwise complies with ANSI/APSP 16
Rationale
Here the building code conflicts with national standards and current practice from leading drain grate manufacturers. Note the
attached drawing. This popular drain grate is stamped with a maximum, national code compliant flow rate of 816 gallons per minute,
but only accepts an 8&quot; pipe. In Florida currently, a pool builder can only route about 500 gallons per minute through this drain,
legally, because any faster would violate the 3 ft/s rule for pipes. Further, flows above about 570 gallons per minute would violate the
1.5 ft/s rule.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Code enforcement becomes simpler
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The costs to owners are reduced as fewer drains and pipes are needed.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This revision is intended to make full use of products that industry is already providing.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Small businesses will see reduced costs.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, it is of paramount importance to prevent suction entrapment.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, the national codes mirror the Florida code in the case of field-built sumps, requiring no more than 1.5 ft/s at the grate. With
manufactured sumps, specific tests are done to verify the safety of higher flow rates
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This code allows manufactured sumps and grates to be specified within the full extent of their tested capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Yes, the national codes mirror the Florida code in the case of field-built sumps, requiring no more than 1.5 ft/s at the grate. With
manufactured sumps, specific tests are done to verify the safety of higher flow rates
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

7258-A1

Rationale
ANSI/APSP compliant sumps and grates are often designed to be safe while more than 3 ft/s flows through the drain piping.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

One less thing to check
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Smaller pipes and fewer sumps may be used
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Makes better use of what industry already offers
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Small businesses will see reduced costs.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The 1.5 ft/s rule on grates concerns a part of the pool that users will actually touch. The 6 ft/s on suction pipes prevents
cavitation. The 10 ft/s on discharge pipes prevents erosion. This 3 ft/s rule does not help the same way and should go.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Allows the designer to use product as the manufacturer intended
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Allows the designer to use product as the manufacturer intended
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Allows the designer to use product as the manufacturer intended

1st Comment Period History

SW7258-G1

Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

1/8/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
What I wrote under &quot;rationale&quot; has a math error.
The 1.5 ft/s rule would actually limit the grate shown in the attached drawing to 855 gallons per minute, not 570 like I wrote. But
the ANSI/APSP-16 rating is less, 816 gpm is stamped on the grate. As written, Florida code requires the engineer and the
building department official to check three things: the ANSI/APSP-16 flow rate, and the open area, and the pipe connection size,
and then do math to figure out which of the three works out to less flow. This seems like unnecessary work in light of how much
testing the manufacturers perform to obtain their ANSI/APSP-16 flow rate.

1st Comment Period History

SW7258-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification because it exceeds all other design standards
and there are safety concerns with maximum flow velocity.

1st Comment Period History

SW7258-G3

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
This Mod will weaken the code for anti-entrapment and would likely violate the federal law for pool suction outlet anti-entrapment
which references the national suction outlet standard in the FBC, as does also the Florida Statute at s.514.0315(1). There is no
need to eliminate the 1.5 ft/s flow through main drains as all professional designers are familiar with the FBC and the gravity
drainage criteria. When a lab using the nationally referenced standard tests a drain grate at 1.4 ft/s or less, this is reflected in
published spec sheets of the manufacturer and compiled in a code compliant drain list by the Dept. of Health on the public
swimming pool webpage: http://www.floridahealth.gov/environmental-health/swimming-pools/index.html
Florida’s gravity flow systems to collector tanks, combined with the current maximum flow velocities through main drain gates,
suction, gravity and pressure lines has served the citizens of this State well – without a single documented suction entrapment.
The issue of direct suction vacuum ports is recognized and a proposed code modification has been submitted to address this
issue.
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SW7259
Date Submitted
Chapter

14
11/13/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Sizing code revised
Rationale
Owners are struggling to comply with the existing code, giving unexpected and undesirable results.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The code actually becomes simpler because the math will be the same regardless of pool classification.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Owners will have more and less expensive options to comply with the code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No new products are required
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

New and remodeled facilities will have lower costs for adding pools
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Overcrowded pools give an ugly image and can overwhelm pool sanitation systems
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This creates a stronger tie between the intended use of the pool and the required rate of cleaning the pool water.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This eliminates a discrimination between pools vs. spas and IWFs
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Higher turnover rates are still encouraged where usage is expected to be high.

1st Comment Period History

SW7259-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this proposed code modification.
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SW7549
Date Submitted
Chapter

15
12/4/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Nikki Barney
No

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications

454.1.9.8.3
Summary of Modification
Mod to require pH adjustment chemicals to be fed ONLY into Holding tank and ORP tested in Holding Tank in regards to Interactive
Water Features
Rationale
In 454.1.9.8 there is not a definitive location stated for pH adjustment chemicals for pH balancing. In current and previous years (Jan
1, 2015-Present day)Engineers and pool builders / operators are locating the pH adjustment chemicals into a closed pipe after filtration
as the final treatment alongside the required disinfection chemical feeder into the closed water pipe going directly to the feature. The
introduction of Acid and other chemicals for pH balance are not being diluted when this occurs and is sending a high quantity of
&quot;Acid&#39; to the patrons of the water feature. The soft surfacing, AquaFlex, we manufacture and Install for safety and
protection from slip and fall injuries, gets damaged within six months to one year of its life, where expected life-cycle is seven years.
This shortening of life cycle in our soft surface is a tell-tale sign the patrons of the water features are being exposed to high amounts of
Acid. In the beginning of our companies AquaFlex installations in Florida (2008) until 2014, the surface would survive the chemicals in
treated pool water for approximately 7 years, starting in 2015 through current day, as the FBC pool code is written now, our surface is
attacked by Acid and is only serving the end-users for approximately one year before repairs and or replacement is required. Through
our in-house and 3rd-party testing, we are sure it is the Acid component in the water that is destroying the surface. Our manufacturer
installs this surfacing product worldwide and ONLY sees the damaged (softening / sticky) surface in Florida. The pH balancing
chemicals are only injected into the holding tank and pH is only balanced in the holding tank in all other states of the United States.
Florida is the only state with Acid going directly to the features without dilution. The code needs to be revised to give more direction of
proper location of pH balancing chemical introduction.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No Impact
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
They will save money in maintaining their soft surface and protect their patrons better.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No Impact, only change in design and location of injection for pH balancing chemicals
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Relocation of pH balancing chemicals should not have a huge cost associated for the operators. The
cost of damage to their soft surfaces and patrons outweighs any monetary cost of the relocation of
injection site.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Since 2015 the engineers / designers place the acid injection next to Chlorine injection, of which CL is required in return line to
features. When this occurs, the pH levels intermittently reaching the feature is in the lower 6&#39;s or even 5&#39;s. Very
dangerous for peoples health.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Proposed Mod will be better for patrons and the life cycle of the soft surfacing operators prefer using to protect patrons from slip
and fall injuries. Water should always be balanced in holding tank.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
the proposed mod is fair and actually protects our product from becoming obsolete in the market, due to high concentration of
acid exposure, our surface is only lasting 1-2 years compared to original life cycle in FL of 5-7 years.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Absolutely not. Actually protects patrons better than way code is interpreted now.
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Text Modification

SW7656
Date Submitted
Chapter

16
12/3/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.12
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Kari Hebrank
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification addresses gravity suction on vacuum lines and is intended to prevent injuries (typically to children) by
removing the direct suction line out of the pool. There have been more than 1400 citations in the last year by Dept. of Health for safety
violations with covers.
Rationale

1.Rationale: There have been numerous accidents resulting in serious injuries where people (mostly children) have gotten limbs and
other appendages stuck in the vacuum port. Sometimes this has led to the pool wall being cut out in order to free the person. The
locking cover that is supposed to protect the vacuum port is poorly designed and requires an adapter in order to insert the vacuum
hose. The adapter is frequently lost and if the cover is removed, the vacuum hose fits. This leads service personnel to loosen the cover
for ease of removal which then frequently gets lost. It is responsible for many safety violations cited each year by the Dept. of Health.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None for new construction and is a safer approach
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, provides a safer approach and will reduce the number of injuries and safety violations
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, it removes the source of the danger from the pool and reduces safety violations. During the last year, the Florida Dept. of
Health has issued more than 1400 violations for vacuum-related issues at public pools.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposed amendment does not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction of
demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The amendment does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

Yes

7656-A2

Rationale
The latest ANSI/APSP-16 version is 2017, not 2011.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

This code modification provides clarity for the local building officials for code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no negative cost impact to the building and property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This code change makes sure the industry utilizes the latest referenced standard in compliance with the building code.
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This code change makes sure the health, safety and welfare of the general public is protected by referring to the latest
industry referenced standard.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This change improves the code by keeping it current with the latest standard.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This code proposal does not discriminate against products, methods or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This code change does not degrade the effectiveness of the building code.

1st Comment Period History

SW7656-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association (FSPA) SUPPORTS this code change as it will enhance pool safety and prevent injuries
by removing the direct suction line out of the pool.
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SW7658
Date Submitted
Chapter

17
12/3/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.10.1.6
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Kari Hebrank
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Currently, there are older pools that are still in use that were built with 12 inch step risers. When the pools are being resurfaced, the
costs to make the step rises comply with 10 inch risers is cost-prohibitive. These risers were approved when the steps were originally
built.
Rationale
Currently, there are older pools that are still in use that were built with 12 inch step risers. When the pools are being resurfaced, the
costs to make the step rises comply with 10 inch risers is cost-prohibitive. These risers were approved when the steps were originally
built.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This amendment will make resurfacing projects less expensive for older pools with 12 inch risers.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Florida Dept. of Health Rule 64E-9 previously allowed for 12 inch risers on renovations only. Returning to this standard may
facilitate the renovation of pools in a more timely fashion which leads to safer pools.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This amendment strengthens the code by providing that older pools may be resurfaced without the need to redesign step risers.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This amendment does not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This amendment does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.

1st Comment Period History

SW7658-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal to return step riser height to 12-inches for resurfacing
projects rather than 10 inches.
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SW7798
Date Submitted
Chapter

18
12/9/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.1

Affects HVHZ

Mo Madani

Proponent

No

Yes

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications

Table 406.3 Plumbing
Summary of Modification
Incorporating Commission’s declaratory statements as required by 553.73(7)(d), Florida Statutes. DS2018-040
Rationale
To clarify that the square footage of interactive water features are required to be considered when calculating the “size of pool” for
purpose of determining the type and number of fixtures for sanitary facilities.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no fiscal impact on the local entity relative to enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to building and property owners relative to the cost of compliance.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no fiscal impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health and safety and welfare of the
general public - the code change clarifies the code
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens or improves the code by making the code requirements clearer to the user.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
The proposed code change provides clarification to the code.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.

The code change improves the effectiveness of the code by making it more clear.

1st Comment Period History

SW7798-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

19
12/9/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.1

Affects HVHZ

Mo Madani

Proponent

No

Yes

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications

None
Summary of Modification
Incorporating Commission’s declaratory statements as required by 553.73(7)(d), Florida Statutes. DS2017-070
Rationale
To clarify that grout line is allowed to be included in the measurement of tile when such tile is sold and distributed as nominal or trade
size.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no fiscal impact on the local entity relative to enforcement.

Provides needed clarification to the code
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to building and property owners relative to the cost of compliance.
Provides clarification to the code
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance.
Provides clarification to the code
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no fiscal impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance.
Provides clarification to the code
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health and safety and welfare of the
general public.
Provides clarification to the code
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens or improves the code by making the code requirements clearer to the user.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Provides clarification to the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
Improve the effectiveness of the code by providing needed clarification.

1st Comment Period History

SW7801-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

20
12/10/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.3
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The last sentence here reads the same as the last sentence in 454.1.9.8.6.1, even though they are really talking about two different
things.
Rationale
This would save a lot of confusion and long conversations.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The proposed language is clearer, that in this scenario the filter pump and feature pump are separate.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No change to the meaning of the code
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No change to the meaning of the code
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No change to the meaning of the code
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
It is important to prevent Crypto and Giardia from spreading via IWFs
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
For a code, clarity is strength.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No change to the meaning of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No change to the meaning of the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

21
12/10/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the definition of a collector tank for a commercial pool.
Rationale
FDOH inspectors have been interpreting this definition to mean the tank vent must be 2.25 sf in area, which is incorrect. This mod
clarifies the definition and will help avoid the misinterpretation.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The misinterpretation makes the tanks more expensive, so this clarification will reduce the cost of the tanks slightly.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The misinterpretation makes the tanks more expensive, so this clarification will reduce the cost of the tanks slightly.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Does not change the manner in which the tank operates, which is already the safest way to avoid entrapment in swimming pools.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the definition and reduces confusion between FDOH, engineers, manufacturers, and builders.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No.

1st Comment Period History

SW7851-G1

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
Approving this modification could lead to collector tanks installed with sealed covers on vented with only small two-inch to
four-inch vent pipes (or any size since the minimum vent pipe size is not proposed). Request the applicant specify in greater
detail for the code other details for long-term functionality. Otherwise, this design is a step backwards, and undermines the
overall design and intent of a collector tank. This modification would make it more difficult for building officials to understand the
intent of the building code. Florida has a long history with main drain vent lines, first used on direct suction main drains for spas
to avoid entrapment accidents. Inspections have revealed that overtime, those vent lines can be intentionally and unintentionally
capped, abandoned, filled and plugged by animal nests. Without additional details and appropriate size and materials for
collector tank vents, these issues could be repeated.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

22
12/10/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.3
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

Michael Weinbaum
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clear up another stumbling block in this section
Rationale
The UV treatment is not &quot;final&quot;. It kills Crypto and Giardia equally well regardless of if it is before or after the addition of
chemicals. It should come before the addition of chlorine because UV light degrades hypochlorite molecules, so really, it is better if it
is not &quot;final&quot;.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Increases flexibility, reduces questions
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
If they have been forced to place UV treatment after the addition of chlorine, they will now be able to spend a lot less on chlorine
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Perhaps less spending on chlorine.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, UVs prevent disease from spreading
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

23
12/12/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454

Affects HVHZ

CK Hamilton

Proponent

No

Yes

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
PMT proposes adding a Storm Front/Lightning Detector into the code for swimming pools since our state leads the nation in fatalities
and injuries caused by lightning. A product that is a safety/situational awareness device that alert swimmers and life guards of
approaching storms/lightning.
Rationale
Please see attached PDF above
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact, easy to install, can be battery or powered operated
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact, low cost, easy to install, can be battery or powered operated
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The product will provide a safety situational awareness warning/alert to swimmers and life guards that storms/lightning is
approaching the area. When the audible alert is heard or seen with LEDs flashing, the swimmers/life guards should seek shelter.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Correct

1st Comment Period History

SW7875-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

24
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.1

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

No

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the definition of a plunge pool.
Rationale
FDOH personnel have been requiring multipurpose commercial swimming pools to meet the plunge pool criteria of 454.1.9.2.1 when a
water slide is included. This causes several requirements to be met that are not needed for swimming pools, for example a separate
pump reservoir, requiring filter areas to be twice what is normally required, and enhanced turnover time at the area where the slide
terminates. Since the swimming pool will typically contain a much larger water volume than will a dedicated plunge pool, concerns
regarding water quality are not as great.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would save costs due to misinterpretation of code. A separate pump reservoir, additional filter area, and piping associated with
additional turnover would not be required.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would not have an effect.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code so that swimming pools are not categorized as plunge pools.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No.

1st Comment Period History

SW7894-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.

1st Comment Period History

SW7894-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Comment:
As swimming pools have become more complex, recreations water slides are no longer reserved for water park venues, but are
appearing in large CDD or HOA complexes. Existing multipurpose swimming pools are also being upgraded and adding slides
to existing swimming pools. The Department of Health applies all applicable sections of 454.1.9.2.1 - 454.1.9.2.1.6.2 FBC when
conducting critical health and safety plan reviews or initial permitting inspections. Further vetting between regulatory and design
professionals is needed on this topic, delay for this conversation needed.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7894-G3

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
As swimming pools have become more complex, recreational water slides are no longer reserved for water park venues, but are
appearing in large CDD or HOA complexes. Existing multipurpose swimming pools are also being upgraded and adding slides
to existing swimming pools. The Department of Health applies all applicable sections of 454.1.9.2.1 - 454.1.9.2.1.6.2 FBC when
conducting critical health and safety plan reviews or initial permitting inspections. Further vetting between regulatory and design
professionals is needed on this topic, with delay for decision needed here.
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Page: 1

Text Modification

SW7896
Date Submitted
Chapter

25
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the definition of a public pool, and eliminates confusion whether two separate pools can share the same treatment system.
Rationale
There has been confusion in the past whether multiple pools which are separate structural bodies can share a common recirculation
system if they are classified in the same manner. The addition of the word “single” eliminates this confusion.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The pools would need to be separately permitted with the local entity.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The owners would need to design the pools to have separate treatment systems, which would increase cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would improve the health, safety and welfare of the general public by ensuring water quality in the pools can be separately
monitored and controlled.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves clarity of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7896-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7896-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Page: 1

Text Modification

SW7900
Date Submitted
Chapter

26
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Requires the design of swimming pools to meet currently accepted standards for concrete construction.
Rationale
Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-05) and Commentary (ACI 318R-05) specifies a minimum
steel-to-concrete ratio of 0.2%. Many swimming pools in Florida are being designed using #3 bars at 12” centers which does not meet
this requirement. #3 bars can also deform when pneumatically applied concrete methods are employed.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There would be a negligible increase in material cost for #4 bars versus #3 bars.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Shells utilizing #3 bars at 12&quot; centers do not meet ACI standards for steel-to-concrete ratio, making the pool shell weaker
than if it were properly designed. #3
bars are more likely to deform and vibrate during shotcrete/gunite shooting.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides a construction requirement that would lead to a higher quality pool shell.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7900-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Text Modification

SW7901
Date Submitted
Chapter

27
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.2.2
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Corrects punctuation.
Rationale
The first sentence is missing a comma. The second sentence needs to be broken into separate sentences.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, clarifies this section.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7901-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Page: 1

Text Modification

SW7903
Date Submitted
Chapter

28
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.2.8.1
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies how sun shelfs can be designed and constructed.
Rationale
This will prohibit sun shelf from being designed and constructed with drop-offs to deeper water on multiple edges. This code was
written with the idea that a sun shelf originate from only one side of a pool.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Prohibits a sun shelf from having separate drop-offs to deeper water, which could be confusing and unsafe to bathers.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Makes potential design of sun shelfs safer.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7903-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Page: 1

Text Modification

SW7905
Date Submitted
Chapter

29
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.3.1.2
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for paver decks to be constructed at 1% minimum slope.
Rationale
ADA code requires a maximum of 2% cross-slope on accessible routes. FBC 454 requires a minimum of 2% slope, so the deck
designer is hamstrung to design only at 2% slope, which is impossible for most pool decks. Paver decks are better able to
accommodate runoff since water can percolate between pavers. In addition, as an engineer who has performed many pool
inspections, I have yet to find a paver deck that has ever met the minimum 2% slope. FDOH is not enforcing this rule.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Would simplify the deck grading design process for architects.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would ensure ADA cross-slope requirements are more easily met.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7905-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Text Modification

SW7906
Date Submitted
Chapter

30
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.3.1.2
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications

7905
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the how much of a pool deck can slope towards a deck-level perimeter overflow gutter or slot, and at what slope.
Rationale
Deck level perimeter overflow systems are becoming more common for swimming pools but are not well-addressed in the code. There
is a necessity for the deck to be sloped towards the drain trench or slot to help contain wave action. Some designers are therefore
designing for slopes that exceed the standard deck maximum since this issue is not specifically addressed in the code. This mod will
clarify the maximum slope and slope distance.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies deck slope requirements for deck-level perimeter overflow pools and makes this easier to enforce.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Ensures a safe slope on a pool deck where deck-level perimeter overflow systems are utilized.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7906-G1

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
This proposed Mod needs additional requirements to assure that the deck level perimeter overflow systems are treated as all
other deck obstructions are. By adding this term to the definition of &#39;wet deck area&#39; and to Section 454.1.3.1.3 this
deck level perimeter overflow system will be assured to achieve the 4-foot-wide wet deck installed around the entire perimeter.
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Text Modification

SW7907
Date Submitted
Chapter

31
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.1.3
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the requirement that floor drains must be installed within a restroom facility.
Rationale
Some architects have designed restroom facilities which have floors sloped to doorways with the intent that drainage from cleaning be
directed out the doorway into a walkway or similar where it can potentially travel to a floor drain, somewhere. This mod clarifies that
the floor drain must be inside the restroom which will ensure appropriate capture of water used for cleaning.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would require floor drains and associated piping.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, ensures restrooms can be adequately cleaned.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7908
Date Submitted
Chapter

32
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.3.2.3
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for skimmers to be installed with the equalizer port plugged.
Rationale
Skimmer equalizers have been required for decades to guard against loss of pump prime if the pool water level is allowed to fall. With
the requirement for automatic water level control, this requirement is no longer necessary. In addition, with the passing of the Virginia
Graeme Baker Act, skimmer equalizers are required to be outfitted with covers that guard against potential entrapment. These covers
project into the pool from the wall and present their own hazard. FDOH has stated that the equalizer ports may be plugged, so this
code is not being enforced.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would save on cost of equalizer valves, safety cover and associated piping.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, would eliminate the need for VGB-approved safety covers projecting from the pool wall.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Better system of construction.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7908-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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Text Modification

SW7910
Date Submitted
Chapter

33
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.5.1
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the filtration rate for regenerative media filters.
Rationale
Regenerative media filters are becoming more commonly used, so the code should be revised to include them. This is the filtration
rate that FDOH has approved for these types of filters.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. Clarifies code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7911
Date Submitted
Chapter

34
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.9.6
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for return inlets with flow rates greater than 20 gpm.
Rationale
There is a need for high turnover rates for some pools such as wave pools, water activity pools, etc. Use of return inlets with much
higher flow rates than 20 gpm results in significantly fewer inlets required, which in turn means less penetration of the pool shell and
less chance for leakage. These types of inlets are regularly allowed by the FDOH Public Swimming Pool Advisory Board by variance.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Makes cost of construction of pools lower.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Lessens the number of penetrations of the pool shell, resulting in lower risk of leakage.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7912
Date Submitted
Chapter

35
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.16.6
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies the proper point of chemical injection into return lines where UV systems are utilized.
Rationale
There has been some confusion lately between engineers and FDOH on the proper point of injection of chemicals into return lines
where UV systems are utilized. It is good practice to locate the injection points downstream of any ancillary equipment such as
heaters, flowmeters, ozonators, and UV systems. UV equipment manufacturers specify this, and this is also stated in the Model
Aquatic Health Code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Ensures costly UV systems are not subjected to high concentrations of a corrosive chemical.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will help the code meet an industry standard.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Helps ensure UV systems remain functional.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code by bringing into line with best management practices and industry standard for UV systems.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7912-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7912-G2

Proponent

Alvaro Mendoza

Submitted

2/18/2019

Comment:
Several major UV manufacturers and service centers support this clarification.
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Text Modification

SW7914
Date Submitted
Chapter

36
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.7.7

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

No

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Exempts the fencing requirement for wading pools that are located within 50 feet of other pools if the walking distance is 50 feet or
more.
Rationale
Aquatics areas can be designed so that walking distances between wading pools and other pools is at or greater than 50 feet using
landscaping, walls, etc. This allows elimination of fences that are not aesthetically pleasing and are an additional unneeded cost if the
intent of the rule is already being met.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would eliminate the need for a fence around a wading pool if certain conditions are met.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7914-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7914-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7914-G3

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
Children at wading pools and IWFs are there for a reason, they typically cannot swim.
Note that an “effective barrier” defined in 454.1 and used in this section does not include a landscape ‘barrier’, it includes a 48”
wall, building or fence. The Department inspectors have observed numerous problems with &#39;barrier&#39; landscaping that
result in placement of an effective barrier (sometimes nearly invisible in the landscaping): landscaping is often not impenetrable
by small people, plants are often not maintained alive, dense plantings may conceal children en-route to the pool, and the plant
organic debris falls into pool water using up a fraction of the treatment.
If this Mod is allowed, the effective barrier requirements for an IWF to a pool would be changed too, as they are controlled by this
wade pool section.
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Text Modification

SW7916
Date Submitted
Chapter

37
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.1.6.2
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications

7905
Summary of Modification
Allows for 1% slope for paver decks at plunge pools.
Rationale
ADA code requires a maximum of 2% cross-slope on accessible routes. FBC 454 requires a minimum of 2% slope, so the deck
designer is hamstrung to design only at 2% slope, which is impossible for most pool decks. Paver decks are better able to
accommodate runoff since water can percolate between pavers. In addition, as an engineer who has performed many pool
inspections, I have yet to find a paver deck that has ever met the minimum 2% slope. FDOH is not enforcing this rule.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would help ensure ADA cross slope requirements are easier to maintain.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7917
Date Submitted
Chapter

38
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.2.4
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that slides with runout lanes shall be staffed by attendants or lifeguards but not necessarily “water park personnel.”
Rationale
These types of slides may be used at facilities that do not qualify as “water parks.” This mod makes the rule applicable to any facility
that is not a water park.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7918
Date Submitted
Chapter

39
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.3.1
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for flexibility in design of pump reservoirs.
Rationale
Lately FDOH personnel have been requiring the pump reservoirs, also known as collector tanks, to be sized on the guideline above
even where used for pools that are not plunge pools. This rule exists to ensure the tanks are sized large enough to accommodate
water-in-transit surge from water slides with dedicated plunge pools. For large multipurpose pools that include water slides as a
feature, this additional sizing is not necessary as the tanks are already sized to accommodate the surge. This rule provides flexibility
to the design engineer to size the tanks as he/she sees fit.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would allow for tanks to be smaller if justified by the engineer, resulting in lower costs.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7920
Date Submitted
Chapter

40
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.3.5
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications

7918
Summary of Modification
Clarifies requirements for pump reservoirs that are also used as a collector tank.
Rationale
Lately FDOH personnel have been requiring separate pump reservoirs for swimming pools that are not dedicated plunge pools but
which have water slides as a feature. This is a needless requirement and would incur additional costs to the owner. We have
designed numerous commercial pools that have collector tanks from which the recirculation and slide pumps draw suction with no
issues with respect to hydraulic operation or threats to public health.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would eliminate the need for a separate pump reservoir, resulting in lower costs.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7921
Date Submitted
Chapter

41
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.2.6.3
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Deletes the requirement for a minimum strainer size for slide pumps.
Rationale
Strainer size for any pump should depend on hydraulics and flow rate. We don’t understand why this mandated minimum is in the
code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would save cost of larger strainers where they are not necessary.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7921-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification.
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Text Modification

SW7922
Date Submitted
Chapter

42
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.3.3
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that skimmer systems can be used for Water Activity Pools (WAP) at the discretion of the design engineer.
Rationale
Section 454.1.9.3.1 allows for WAPs to be designed “within the limits of sound engineering practice.” Lately FDOH personnel have
been holding design of WAPs to standard swimming pool design requirements, even though this section specifically allows for
alternate means of design. Specifically, we were required to provide gutters for a WAP with a dimension (that was not the width)
greater than 20 feet. We have designed many of these types of pools both in Florida and around the country that function as intended
with skimmers and do not present a threat to public health. If the code already contains a provision that these types of pools can be
designed “within the limits of sound engineering practice,” and we have proven designs for these types of pools in operation that work
well, we do not understand why our designs are still being questioned by FDOH.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would significantly lower costs of construction where skimmers can be used in lieu of gutter systems.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7922-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code amendment.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7922-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
FBC Section 104.11 has criteria for alternative materials, design, construction and equipment with research reports and testing
that apply to the public pools. This section should be referenced here for this Mod, and more information provided. Proof of
adequacy provided by reports by manufacturers or other research provided with design submittal before permitting should be
available. If not, then skimmer effectiveness tests after construction should be required by code, with alternatives upon test
failure spelled out, such as reduced bather load, installation of additional recirculation capabilities with portable equipment or
permanent, and/or installed supplemental UV light or Ozone disinfection, etc.
Section 454.1.9.1 Water recreation attractions references all the construction criteria in 454.1 through 454.1.6.5, and the 20’
max. pool width and 1000 sq. ft max. area for recessed automatic surface skimmers is included at 454.1.6.5.3.2
Florida’s pool rule and FBC has been updated 14 times in 90 years to enhance engineering design options that better protect
public health and safety, normally after evidenced-based engineering has shown they result in better water quality and fewer
bather injuries; such as pool safety demarcations, gravity drainage collector tanks, zero depth entry gutter systems, IWFs with
UV disinfection systems.
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Text Modification

SW7923
Date Submitted
Chapter

43
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.6.1
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for a slope transition where zero entry pools achieve 3’0” of water depth.
Rationale
The intent of this code is to ensure a continuous slope from the zero entry to the point where 3 feet of water is achieved (i.e. the ‘deep
end’ of the zero entry area). Some FDOH plan reviewers have misconstrued it to mean a continuous slope from the zero entry all the
way to the deep point of a pool, which in many cases is not possible. These types of pools are typically family-style where we design
for flatter slopes once we are able to slope down as quickly as possible to 3 feet of depth. The slopes in zero entry pools are typically
1:10 or 1:12, so to continue these slopes across the entire pool would result in deep points of 7 or 8 feet, which is not feasible.
Hundreds of these types of pools are in use in Florida with the slope transition at 3 feet water depth with no threat to public safety.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would lower construction costs if a deeper pool would be required.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provides the ability to design for zero entry pools with less slope and more shallow water than would normally be allowed, making
pools safer for weaker swimmers.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7923-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.

1st Comment Period History

SW7923-G2

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Comment:
The proposed Mod does not state if the transitioned slope is steeper or less steep at this 3&#39; deep floor than the zero entry
slope, so, it could be interpreted as either. The justification notes provided imply it is less steep, but the Mod language does not
reflect this specifically. A steeper slope toward the pool&#39;s deep end without floor markers and a floating safety line would
create drowning hazards for all small non-swimmers. Only if this proposal for the slope is amended to be &#39;shallower&#39;
could the department concur with the proposal (that is: a less steep floor plane past 3&#39; deep than the zero depth entry slope
to the 3&#39; depth) .
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Text Modification

SW7925
Date Submitted
Chapter

44
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.6.4
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for use of landscape beds along zero entry pools where the depth is less than 3 feet without counting towards cumulative
perimeter obstruction.
Rationale
The code used to allow for landscape beds along the zero entry that did not count as obstructions but was inexplicably removed at one
point. All code requires are “No Entry” signage along the pool edge, but these do little to limit bather entry. Landscape beds will help
deter bathers from entering along these points. These beds are regularly allowed by the Board by variance as long as the beds
contain landscaping that allows easy access to the pool for responders to bathers in distress.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. Use of landscape beds would be at owner&#39;s option.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Aids in ensuring bathers do not enter the pool at areas that are not designated as access points.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7925-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association is OPPOSED to this code modification.
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Text Modification

SW7926
Date Submitted
Chapter

45
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.4
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for 3 footcandles of overhead lighting for IWFs with attendants/lifeguards.
Rationale
In practice, 3 footcandles of light has been shown to be adequate for IWFs. The Board has regularly granted variances for this light
level.

This mod also corrects the word “maybe” to the words “may be.”
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Lowers the cost for enhanced lighting levels.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7926-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modificarion.

1st Comment Period History

SW7926-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Text Modification

SW7927
Date Submitted
Chapter

46
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.1
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications

7912
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that chemical injection points in return lines shall be located downstream of UV equipment. Also removes the requirement for
addition of pH adjustment chemicals to the feature return line.
Rationale
There has been some confusion lately between engineers and FDOH on the proper point of injection of chemicals into return lines
where UV systems are utilized. It is good practice to locate the injection points downstream of any ancillary equipment such as
heaters, flowmeters, ozonators, and UV systems. UV equipment manufacturers specify this, and this is also stated in the Model
Aquatic Health Code.
This mod also addresses the addition of pH chemicals to the feature return. In the vast majority of IWFs in Florida the pH adjustment
chemical is acid. We see no need for pH adjustment in the return line when pH is already being controlled and adjusted at the
collector tank. This requirement increases the risk of sending dangerous amounts of acid directly to contact with bathers should there
be a malfunction with the acid feeder. In addition we have heard reports that relatively high concentrations of acid being sent to the
IWF has affected the composition of certain resilient surfacing products. If this is the case, then not only can this be deleterious to the
surfacing but also potentially to bathers.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Protects against excessive corrosive chemicals damaging the UV unit.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Positive in that it would not result in degradation of resilient surfacing.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would limit the risk of discharge of high concentrations of acid to the IWF.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Brings the code into line with accepted industry practice.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Text Modification

SW7929
Date Submitted
Chapter

47
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.3
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7912
7927
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that chemical injection points in return lines shall be located downstream of UV equipment.
Rationale
There has been some confusion lately between engineers and FDOH on the proper point of injection of chemicals into return lines
where UV systems are utilized. It is good practice to locate the injection points downstream of any ancillary equipment such as
heaters, flowmeters, ozonators, and UV systems. UV equipment manufacturers specify this, and this is also stated in the Model
Aquatic Health Code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would help limit damage to UV equipment by high concentrations of corrosive chemicals.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Ensures UV systems remain functional.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies code and brings it inline with accepted industry standards.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7929-G1

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
Both feature and recirculation system need the chemical treatment. The collector tanks are ignored in this process and using
baffles in the tank would put the disinfectant in contact longer for a better pathogen kill time. This should be addressed rather
that the straight flush through this treatment tank from IWF to features in a few seconds. Designs like this are mandated for the
public drinking water systems when known pathogens exist in the source water.
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SW7931
Date Submitted
Chapter

48
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.9
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications

7914
Summary of Modification
Exempts the fencing requirement for IWFs that are located within 50 feet of other pools if the walking distance is 50 feet or more.
Rationale
Aquatics areas can be designed so that walking distances between IWFs and pools is at or greater than 50 feet using landscaping,
walls, etc. This allows elimination of fences that are not aesthetically pleasing and are an additional unneeded cost if the intent of the
rule is already being met.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would eliminate the need for costly fencing if certain criteria are met.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7931-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Text Modification

SW7932
Date Submitted
Chapter

49
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.6.12
No

Affects HVHZ

James LePetrie
No

Proponent
Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for less slope on IWFs and matches the slope range up with code for swimming pools.
Rationale
This mod matches the minimum slope for pools with IWFs. 1 in 60 (1.67%) slope is more than adequate to allow for proper drainage
for the IWF surface. It also allows for more flexibility for designers to accommodate the maximum ADA cross-slope for accessible
routes of 2%; the routes are a requirement for designing ADA access for IWFs.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Helps ensure ADA cross-slope requirements are more easily met.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Helps ensure ADA cross-slope requirements are more easily met.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Brings slopes for IWFs inline with pool slopes.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
no
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Text Modification

SW7933
Date Submitted
Chapter

50
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.9.8.7.3
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
7914
7931
Summary of Modification
Exempts the fencing requirement for pools designed for small children at water theme parks that are located within 50 feet of other
pools if the walking distance is 50 feet or more.
Rationale
Aquatics areas can be designed so that walking distances between pools designed for small children and other pools is at or greater
than 50 feet using landscaping, walls, etc. This allows elimination of fences that are not aesthetically pleasing and are an additional
unneeded cost if the intent of the rule is already being met.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Eliminates the requirement for costly fencing if certain criteria are met.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No effect
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7933-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Text Modification

SW7935
Date Submitted
Chapter

51
12/11/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.3.1.9
No

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Addresses a safety concern for doors at certain facilities that open toward pool areas, which is in conflict with the pool code.
Rationale
Doored access points to adjacent pool areas at facilities such as these are required to open away from the room they serve per fire
code; however, this is in direct violation of the pool code. Therefore, these doors could be opened by young children who can then
access the pool area and potentially fall into the pool and drown. We understand the direction of door swing cannot be changed since
fire code would supersede the pool code, but this mod is an attempt to make the risk of a young child entering the pool area an
drowning somewhat less. The maximum of 48” height is in line with the ADA requirement for door operation.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The only costs would be if the operable parts are not available for certain door models at this height range.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would attempt to ensure these doors are not opened by young children who could potentially access the pool area and drown.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW7935-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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SW8131
Date Submitted
Chapter

52
12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

James LePetrie
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Would provide relief for large residential developments from the minimum pool sizing requirement.
Rationale
Larger developments are required to provide very large water volumes for the pools at their amenity centers. In many cases the
developers will size pools to keep the total water surface areas below a certain threshold for restroom fixture counts. In doing so, and
in order to meet 454.1.1.1, the pools must be designed significantly deeper then normal to provide the required water volume. As
designers we have therefore been asked to design pools at excessive depths, 7 or even 8 feet. We feel this results in pools that are
dangerous and do not provide adequate swim opportunities for residents. The rule does not take into account that many homes in
these developments will include private pools, and those residents will rarely use the amenity center pools. We do not see this code
requirement in the Model Aquatic Health Code, the ISPSC, the ANSI standards nor in any state in which we have designed aquatics
facilities.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Would provide a significant cost savings for large developments.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Would not result in excessively deep pools with maximum slopes, which can be dangerous to weak swimmers.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW8131-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.

1st Comment Period History

SW8131-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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Text Modification

SW8168
Date Submitted
Chapter

53
12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.1

Affects HVHZ

Mo Madani

Proponent

No

Yes

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications

None
Summary of Modification
To clarify that Section 454.1.6.1 (Exception) does apply to hotels.
Rationale
Incorporating Commission’s declaratory statements as required by 553.73(7)(d), Florida Statutes.

DS 2018 - 025
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no fiscal impact on the local entity relative to enforcement. The proposed code change provides for needed clarification.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to building and property owners relative to the cost of compliance.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no fiscal impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no fiscal impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health and safety and welfare of the
general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens or improves the code by making the code requirements clearer to the user.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.

1st Comment Period History

SW8168-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/14/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code change.

1st Comment Period History

SW8168-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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SW8240
Date Submitted
Chapter

54
12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.10.1
No

James LePetrie
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allows for the depth at a main drain to be greater than 3" in difference from the sidewall depth.
Rationale
Many pools being designed currently include circular areas at the deep points that are &quot;dished&quot; to the centers, usually at
depth differences that are more than 3&quot;. Other irregularly-shaped pools will include this same type of depth difference. This mod
will allow for these types of pools to be designed without violating code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Allows for diverse types of pool designs.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No

1st Comment Period History

SW8240-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

No

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code revision.

1st Comment Period History

SW8240-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code proposal.
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SW8327
Date Submitted
Chapter

55
12/15/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

robert vincent
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds code language for permitting constructed impounded public bathing places, so that when public swimming pool-like structures
are constructed, the referenced public swimming pool code section may be applied.
Rationale
The FBC has jurisdiction for public bathing places, but has no current code language to assure the safety and sanitation of artificially
impounded bathing places, and the play features associated with the bathing place.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Slight impact, as very few of these facilities are built in FL. They account for less than 0.5% of the public swimming pools built.
These code edits would take less time, or the same time, for the local enforcement authority to review, approve and inspect for a
single public pool.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Injuries and illnesses should be reduced at these aquatic facilities when the current pool code&#39;s sound engineering and
public health practices are applied to these pool-like facilities constructed; thus the owners&#39; liability for injuries/illnesses
would be reduced.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Nominal, would require permitting and engineering submittals.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Nominal, would require permitting and engineering submittals.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, nearly identical to the public swimming pool construction requirements that prevent injuries, fatalities, and illnesses.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, improves code and provides better construction assurances for safety and sanitation.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
None
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
None
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Jeff Littlejohn

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

8327-A1

Rationale
This language is submitted to add more specificity to the new section of code proposed by FDOH.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

Agree that code edits should reduce the time needed for local building official to review and approve applications for artificial
impoundments (artificially constructed public bathing places).
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Nominal, would require permitting and engineering submittals.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Specific code requirements for public bathing places would benefit the health, safety and welfare of the public by ensuring
that these facilities meet minimum standards.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code to cover a new type of facility that is being developed in Florida.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
None
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
None

1st Comment Period History

SW8327-G1

Proponent

John Hall

Submitted

1/3/2019

Attachments

Yes

Comment:
This is a much needed code modification. These large impoundments are being installed in Florida. The entity installing these
structures is arguing that the provisions of FBC Building Section 454.1 do not apply because the structures are not swimming
pools, but are public bathing places. This contention is based on the misapplication of a final order declaratory statement
(2018-0137) from the Department of Health. As a consequence much time and effort is necessary on the part of the authority
having jurisdiction to make the case that the provisions of 454.1 are applicable to public bathing places. The original design of
these structures does not include the many safety features that are required for swimming pools. This modification makes clear
that FBC Building 454.1 is applicable to these structures. This code modification will result in a significant cost savings to the
enforcing authority through time saved in debating the applicability of the Florida Building code to these pool-like structures.

1st Comment Period History

SW8327-G2

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this change.
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SW8341
Date Submitted
Chapter

56
12/15/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1

robert vincent
No

Proponent

No

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
No

General Comments

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Several improvements and clarifications to public swimming pool code with one added definition for clarification.
Rationale
These revisions clarify code language for pool design that are frequently misinterpreted.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Nominal to none.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Nominal.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Nominal.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Nominal.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Each code revision item suggested provides a better pool construction for safety and sanitation.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves clarity for ease of interpretation.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not

Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History

8341-A1

Proponent

Michael Weinbaum

Submitted

2/7/2019

Attachments

Yes

Rationale
Skimmer pools may only be 1000 square feet. Very large sunshelves are unlikely in a skimmer pool are not possible. It is
legitimate to want to focus the skimming action to the sun shelf, but hard to imagine that more than one skimmer per shelf
would be needed.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Nominal.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, a shallow sun shelf area is more vulnerable to fouling than deeper areas.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not.
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SW8365
Date Submitted
Chapter

57
12/15/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1

Affects HVHZ

robert vincent
No

Proponent

No

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

Yes

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Glitches to correct. No change to the existing code language that is left off here.
Rationale
The make the FBC code consistent with the Department of Health rule Chapter 64E-9, FAC
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Consistency with health rule
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Consistency with other rule
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
None
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
None
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Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

8365-A1

Rationale
To keep chlorine consuming spill-able beverages away from the pool water while allowing the pool patrons that use the pool for
exercise the ability to hydrate with plain water without leaving the pool.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code

No impact; Operational for DOH to manage after the statements on pool rules sign posted.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Positive consumer relations impact expected. This will be for new pool rules signs and eventually for those signs replaced
after fading to illegible.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Nominal impact expected for added words on new signs and replaced signs.
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Should be very good for the patrons health and for the pool water quality. Positive welfare (mental health) benefits as well.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
YES, this is a highly requested modification from community owned pools.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination expected
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade FBC code, and DOH will implement this mod operationally after the pool rule sign code language is
revised.
Is the proposed code modification part of a prior code version? No

1st Comment Period History

SW8365-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association SUPPORTS this code modification.
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SW8370
Date Submitted
Chapter

58
12/15/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Mark Bowers
No

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
I am proposing to exempt Floatation pods from FBC regulatory requirements. Unlike pools and spas, floatation pods are portable, are
super saturated with magnesium sulfate, have a bathing load of 1, and create an extremely low risk of transmission of disease or
safety risk to the public.
Rationale
Epsom salt floatation tanks are not pools or spas and have unique design and operational requirements that require a float spa owner
to apply for a variance for dozens of code requirements in order to open for business.

Some of these requirements actually create safety hazards to the public, such as requiring a halogen sanitizer in and enclosed
environment.
These devices are therapeutic appliances, are portable and not hard plumbed, have a bathing load of &#39;1&#39; and are super
saturated with magnesium sulfate creating an extremely inhospitable environment for pathogens.
These are not pools and as such, should be regulated differently.
These devices were developed by the National Institute of Health in the US in the 1950&#39;s and since that time, there has been no
documented case of disease outbreak from using a floatation pod.
Many other states choose not to regulate Floatation pods as they do not meet the definition of a pool and have such a low safety risk
to the public.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Implementing this code change would save the floatation industry in Florida many tens of thousands of dollars and many hours of
bureaucratic paperwork that each new float center must contend with.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Implementing this proposed Mod would not have any impact other than encouraging more floatation
centers to open up in Florida.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification improves the safety and welfare of the general public by considering these appliances for what they
are and not attempting to define them under a different category (that would impose a safety risk to the public.)
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This strengthens the code by not forcing floatation spa owners to apply for variances to dozens of code requirements that just do
not apply to these devices.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
These devices are appliances and should be viewed and regulated as such.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This Mod improves upon the effectiveness of the code by not attempting to define floatation pods as pools when they do not
meet basic definitions of &#39;pool&#39;. This improves the effectiveness of the code.

1st Comment Period History

SW8370-G1

Proponent

robert vincent

Submitted

2/18/2019

Attachments

Yes

Comment:
Exempting Epsom salt float tanks from all code criteria can lead to unhealthy bodies of water that could lead to disease
outbreaks. The typical float tank only changes the water about every 6 months due to the cost of the salt, with the potential for
over a dozen people to use the pods daily (1,800 patrons in 6 months). Maintaining statewide Variances to the select code
sections not necessary and minimum design standards for float tanks along with routine inspections will ensure that the critical
components outlined in the variances will be maintained. See attached code citation list for variances. Alternatively, and more
efficient; FBC code language for these special purpose public &#39;swimming&#39; pools could be proposed and promulgated.
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SW7681
Date Submitted
Chapter

59
12/4/2018
35

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

454.1.6.5.12
No

Kari Hebrank
No

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

Attachments

Pending Review
Pending Review

Comments
Yes

General Comments

Alternate Language

Yes

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds the year to the reference standard for ANSI/APSP 16—11 American National Standard for Suction Fittings for Use in Swimming
Pools, Wading Pools, Spas, and Hot Tubs
Rationale
To include the year--2011-- of the referenced standard for ANSI/APSP 16—11
American National Standard for Suction Fittings for Use in Swimming Pools, Wading Pools, Spas, and Hot Tubs
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assist with finding referenced standard by including in Chapter 35
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Provides referenced standard
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Provides ease of finding referenced standard
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Provides ease of finding referenced standard
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
None
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides ease of finding referenced standard
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, does not degrade the effectiveness of the code

Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/17/2019

Attachments

Yes

7681-A1

Rationale
To provide the latest referenced standard for ANSI/APSP 16 by including the latest reference date 2017.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Provides the latest reference standard for ease of code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Allows cost-effective compliance with the building code by including the most current reference standard.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Allows cost-effective compliance with the building code by providing the latest referenced standard.
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Provides ease of finding referenced standard
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Protects the health, safety and welfare of the general public by including the latest referenced standard.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by providing the latest referenced standard for ANSI/APSP 16.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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1st Comment Period History

SW7681-G1

Proponent

Kari Hebrank

Submitted

2/13/2019

Attachments

No

Comment:
The Florida Swimming Pool Association (FSPA) SUPPORTS this code modification which adds the reference standard American
National Standard for Suction Fittings for Use in Swimming Pools, Wading pools, Spas and Hot tubs ANSI/APSP 16-11 to the
code.
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